UNFOLDING FOLDS
MATTHEW WEAVER AND DIMITRIS TSEMENTZIS

A well-known problem in Homotopy Type Theory is that of constructing objects that
seemingly require infinitely many coherence conditions in their definition. One solution
to the problem is to introduce a two-level type theory that contains a strict propositional
equality which allows one to replicate the usual set-theoretic definitions using functorial
semantics. For example, there is the HTS of Voevodsky [Voe13], logic-enriched type theory
in [PL15], and the two level system in [ACK17] and [ACK16].
We propose a different solution to the problem. Our approach is to augment type theory
with a postulated interpretation I : Sig → Type where Sig is a type of type expressions
(or codes) for a class of types in Type and where I can be thought of as picking out the
correct type corresponding to that type expression. In the specific system we propose, Sig
corresponds to the type expressions originating from signatures in FOLDS [Mak95] (i.e.
of finite inverse categories). These type expressions correspond to nested Σ-types whose
components are all dependent functions into Type, or equivalently contexts consisting solely
of (families of) types, each potentially indexed by the types appearing before it. To illustrate,
consider the FOLDS signature given by the finite inverse category depicted by Figure 1
subject to the relation di = ci. The encoding of Lrg corresponds to the data in type theory
shown in Figure 2 which themselves can be packaged (given a universe) as the Σ-type
Σ (O : Type) (A : O × O → Type), (Σ (x : O), A(x, x)) → Type
Although for any given FOLDS signature L : Sig we can write down its corresponding Σ-type
by hand, producing the correct Σ-type for arbitrary FOLDS signatures in Sig encounters
precisely the challenge (well documented in [Shu14]) of having to express infinitely many
coherence conditions. However, it is easy to determine what the correct Σ-type is externally,
and so the key idea in this work is to simply add this external determination to type theory, in
the form of a hard-coded interpretation function I : Sig → Type, together with judgmental
equalities defining the action of this function.
Let’s take a more detailed look at our approach. A type of well-formed signatures Sig is
defined as an inductive-inductive type (together with a definition of the families of contexts
Con, sorts Sort and substitutions Sub) inspired by the representation of type theory demonstrated in [AK16]. This much can be done internally in a type theory supporting inductiveinductive definitions (or simply hard-coded into a simpler type theory, which is indeed the
approach we take). The interpretation is then postulated as a function I : Sig → Type that
sends each encoding of a FOLDS signature to its corresponding nested Σ-type. To define I
we also need to define auxiliary interpretations
iCon : (L : Sig) → Con L → I L → Type
iSort : (L : Sig) → (Γ : Con L) → Sort L Γ → (x : I L) → iCon L Γ x → Type
iSub : (L : Sig) → (Γ, ∆ : Con L) → Sub Γ ∆ → (x : I L) → iCon L Γ x → iCon L ∆ x
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Figure 2. the type information encoded in Lrg

Figure 1. an example FIC

together with judgmental equalities defining the action of these functions. We call the
resulting type theory TT+I. To minimize the complexity of our initial approach, we define
TT+I as the Calculus of Constructions with Σ-types along with the inductive-inductive
definition of Sig and the interpretation I, but throughout this project we are keeping all
definitions and proofs as theory-agnostic as possible; in particular we want this result to
easily port to a univalent type theory with nontrivial higher equalities. In summary, our
contributions are the following:
• An inductive-inductive-recursive definition (formalized in Agda) of the well-formed
FOLDS signatures Sig, together with an external ZF-proof (in [TW17]) that the
definition does indeed capture exactly the finite inverse categories.
• An internalization of the above definition into a new type theory TT+I that also
contains an interpretation function I : Sig → Type.
As stated, our ultimate motivation in developing TT+I is to produce a mechanism
through which objects involving infinite chains of coherence conditions can be defined (cf.
[ACK15, Shu14]). The way this would work is that certain constructions would pick out the
desired encoding from within Sig and these constructions would be reified into Type by
composing with the interpretation I. For example, with a mutually inductive definition we
anticipate being able to define sst : N → Sig where sst(n) is the encoding of the signature
for the n-truncated semi-simplicial types. By then composing with I we can define the type
of semi-simplicial types SST as a limit (in the sense of [ACS15]) in Type. The reason why
our approach works where the usual approaches fail is that we are picking out codes for the
n-truncated semi-simplicial types rather than types themselves. Thus, the equalities that
do not hold in the attempted definitions (e.g. in [Her15]) in our case do hold. Since our
type of signatures Sig is an h-set and thus only has trivial proofs of equality, by using our
approach we avoid requiring anything about the structure of equality in Type. In summary,
the philosophy of TT+I is to side-step the coherence issues by having a way to carry out
operations on set-level encodings of types rather than on types themselves.
Although we have defined TT+I on paper, its implementation is very much a work in
progress. We also intend to prove a number of properties about the theory and operational
semantics including type preservation and strong normalization, as well as consider developing a more traditional categorical semantics. Upon completing the work relevant to this
current iteration of the theory we plan to extend Sig along the lines suggested in [Tse16]
beyond plain FOLDS to include identity types, transport functions etc. thus increasing the
expressive power and applicability of the system.
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